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Who’s in 
the room?
Do you have experience 
with designing for AI?
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Hi, I’m
Nadia Piet
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POWERFUL 
TECHNOLOGY

ACCURATE ML 
MODEL

SOLVING A 
PROBLEM

FEELING 
SUPPORTED

=!



Today

         Intro
 + pairing

         UX of AI talk 
 Introduction to 9 UX considerations

         UX of AI workshop
 Re-imagining existing interactions

         Wrap
 Show & tell + Q&A

20 mins

20 mins

10 mins

10 mins



🔭
Reveal your 
use case
One per table



1_
Trust &

Transparency
 

Explainability

Managing expectations

Graceful failure

2_
User controls
& Autonomy

User feedback loops

Customization

Data privacy & security

3_
Value

alignment

Bias & inclusivity

Ethics & intentional impact

Computational virtue



Draw/fold a grid of 
3 x 3 and number 
the blocks

1                       4            7

2                       5                            8

3                       6           9

Generating
input



💭
Write
down

How do these challenges 
show up in your use case?

What needs, frustrations, and 
questions might users have?

What is important to consider?




Say hi 
to your 
neighbor

Your name

1st thoughts on your 
use case



9 UX CONSIDERATIONS 
WHEN DESIGNING 
AI-DRIVEN PRODUCTS 
& SERVICES

Intro talk



Trust & 
Transparency 
From the model to the user



1_
Explainability
Making sense of the model’s logic     

��



What is the right level of 
transparency? Too little leads to lack of 
trust, too much to info overload.

What text and visuals can help 
explain the underlying (complex) 
logic? Where would they show?

How to offer transparency to the user
when model interpretability is low?

1_ 
Explainability

��



2_Managing
expectations

Examples

➩ Siri & Assistant
Each time the user calls upon Siri and it 
shows this screen, Siri has the 
opportunity to respond to queries and 
gradually introduce the user to its varied 
abilities. Onboarding and setting 
expectations becomes even more 
important in post-pixel interfaces 
because the user doesn’t have physical 
affordances nudging them where to go 
and what to do. 

The Assist chatbot doesn’t try to cover up 
its shortcomings, but instead makes the 
most of its limited abilities by explicitly 
stating its abilities and how a user must 
communicate a query in order for it to be 
processed successfully.

Calibrating expectations around 
abilities & limitations

��



2_Managing 
expectations

��
What might be the consequences of over- 
or understating the systems’ abilities?

How do I onboard my user? And get 
them past the initial investment?

How to adapt without confusing the user?



3_Graceful 
failure

➩ Google Home & Alexa

I make requests to my Google Home 
quite frequently that are returned with 
“I’m sorry, I can’t do that yet.'' While 
disappointing, the apologies and 
promise of future improvement keep me 
from losing trust. In the example of Siri 
below, we can see it also recommends 
an alternative - a query it understands 
to be similar to the one initially called 
upon and one it can perform. Both of 
them recognized there is no way to user 
test against adaptive systems so they 
must be designed for failure. 

Assume failure (not so happy flow) 
and design graceful recovery to 
minimize the cost of errors

➩ Batman at the door 
One day as B.J. May approached 
his Nest doorbell, it wouldn’t let him 
in because the model thought he 
was Batman. Fortunately, the 
designers anticipated failure and 
designed 2 back-up ways for him to 
intervene and still get inside. 
Consequently, the failure didn’t have 
many consequences other than a 
funny Twitter thread.

❌



3_Graceful 
failure

❌
How does the system act when it 
doesn’t know (for sure)?

How does the system recover 
from a mistake?

Who is responsible and liable for the 
consequences of mistakes? 



User controls 
& Autonomy 
From the user to the model



4_User feedback 
mechanisms
Teaching the model with implicit 
and explicit feedback

��🏽
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��🏽



��🏽

What explicit feedback can you 
collect through the interface?

How might the system invite more 
granular and nuanced feedback?

How do we assign meaning to metrics?

4_User feedback 
mechanisms 

Which implicit signals can the system 
measure as user feedback?



5_User controls 
& customization
One size rarely fits all. Allow users to set 
intentions and configure parameters

��
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5_User controls
& customization

��

How might needs differ for 
different users, but also across 
moments, moods, or contexts?

What kind of meaningful controls 
might you offer users to customize the 
system to their individual needs?



6_Data privacy
& security
Collect, handle, store, and share 
user data with consent and care

Examples

➩ Ever: 

Ever is an app to store and organize 

personal photos. When news came out 

that user data was used to train facial 

recognition algorithms, people were not 

pleased. It introduced this screen to 

communicate how it uses data, and gets 

explicit user consent, or allows them to 

easily opt-out. 

��



6_Data privacy 
& security

��

(How) can we do the same 
with less user data?

How can we make our terms of 
services more transparent to new 
and existing users?

How can the user view, edit, 
and wipe their data?

How can we protect against and prepare for 
hacks, leaks, and malicious use?



Value 
alignment 
Beyond the interaction to the rest of the world



Mitigate harmful bias and probe inclusion 
across the data, models, and results to 
create equitable experiences

➩ Hiring gender bias
The historical data we feed AI to learn about 
the world, might not always represent the 
present we inhabit, or future we wish to 
manifest. A clear example is recruitment 
models discriminating against women and 
minorities. The algorithm doesn’t favor 
anyone in particular It simply learns from 
past data in which majority of hires were 
white males, and perpetuates the pattern. 
Ensuring fairness in your model requires 
regular audits to detect and correct any 
harmful bias. 

7_Bias & 
inclusivity

��



➩ Hiring gender bias
The historical data we feed AI to learn about 
the world, might not always represent the 
present we inhabit, or future we wish to 
manifest. A clear example is recruitment 
models discriminating against women and 
minorities. The algorithm doesn’t favor 
anyone in particular It simply learns from 
past data in which majority of hires were 
white males, and perpetuates the pattern. 
Ensuring fairness in your model requires 
regular audits to detect and correct any 
harmful bias. 

Who and what has been historically 
excluded, oppressed, or 
undocumented in this context?

Have you considered how dimensions of 
diversity impact the interaction with 
your system? Like gender, race, age, 
physical ability, sexuality, geography, 
belief systems, neurodiversity, income, 
education level, digital literacy

What is (not) in your dataset?

How can you ensure your team and 
user research a reflection of the 
people who will use your system?

7_Bias & 
inclusivity

��



Responsibility in anticipating impact and 
(un)intended consequences

➩ Predicting mental health

While some moral choices appear obvious, 
many challenges around AI ethics sit in a gray 
area, where right or wrong it is not always 
obvious.
 
Aspiring to provide preventative and early mental 
health care, healthcare providers have 
successfully built models that predict the 
likelihood of depression and off-set of manic 
episodes in people with bipolar disorder, from 
social media data. Even operating from the 
noblest intention, making such inferences poses 
complex challenges.

What if the model is wrong and the person, or 
others, start questioning their well-being, it could 
become a self-fulfilling prophecy? If the model is 
right would insurers (be allowed to) treat you 
differently knowing you’re at risk of mental 
illness? If your health insurer can infer such 
predictions from public social media data, could 
your employer? Could this information affect the 
hiring and firing process? Could advertisers use 
the predictions to target those in a vulnerable 
state. It’s hard to ‘unsee’ data and well-intended 
endeavours bring about a range of ethical 
dilemmas. Where do we draw the line? In which 
cases is it (un)ethical to collect, infer, and act on 
such data?

��
8_Ethics & 
intentional 
impact



��

Where does the system get its ideologies 
from? If not as rules, then as assumptions.

Who or what might be at a disadvantage
- socially, ecologically, technologically, 
economically, politically?

What might result from 
widespread adoption?

8_Ethics & 
intentional 
impact How could your system 

run more sustainably?



Uniting subjective human values and 
experiences with algorithmic parameters

➩ Google Clips
Google Clips set out to develop a camera 
that would automatically capture memorable 
moments in the life of young parents. An 
incredibly subjective and context-dependent 
task, it required lengthy human discussions 
to agree on what the qualities of memorable 
moments were, and relied on extensive 
human training to guide the machine’s 
learning to adopt this understanding.

9_Computational 
virtue & 
operationalization

��



What objectives are worth optimizing for?

How do we translate subjective human 
experience into models and algorithmic 
parameters? 

What can we learn from 
the manual process?

9_Computational 
virtue & 
operationalization

��

Which inefficiencies are worth preserving?



A 
MICRO-EXERCISE
IN RE-IMAGINING 
UX OF AI



The obvious, complex, 
or fascinating

Circle
3 thoughts
to dig deeper 
into

1                       4         7

2                       5                         8

3                       6        9



To work on together

Team up, 
discuss & 
pick 1 area 💬



Frame
the need / 
challenge

(when ___) 
___ needs a 
way to ___ 
so that ___

In whatever format you like

��

how might 
we ___?

��



What if ___?

Brainstorm 
ideas

y
yy

y

y

y

x



3 votes each

Dot vote 
your fav

y
yy

y

y

y

x

y



A little wireframing 
goes a long way

Visualize 
your idea

x

y

x

y

x

y



Show, 
tell
& add

��



But please stick your 
ideas onto the demo wall

Tick tock 
time’s up

Platform

Platform

Platform



Re
so
ur

ce
s

   Google’s People +
AI (PAIR) Guidebook

   Microsoft’s Human-AI 
eXperience (HAX) Toolkit

   Ebook AI-Driven Design #4
on Design Challenges for ML products

   More at AIxDesign resource library

    Projects by IF
Data Patterns Catalogue

https://pair.withgoogle.com/guidebook
https://pair.withgoogle.com/guidebook
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/haxtoolkit/library/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/haxtoolkit/library/
https://www.awwwards.com/AI-driven-design
https://www.awwwards.com/AI-driven-design
http://bit.ly/aixd-library
https://catalogue.projectsbyif.com/
https://catalogue.projectsbyif.com/


You don’t need to 
be an engineer to 
shape AI systems
The most important AI challenges rn are not technical



Q&A
   & wrap

🌯



🙏
Thank 
you!

Nadia Piet | 
hello@nadiapiet.com | 

@nadiapiet
 

AI x Design |
aixdesign.co | 

@aixdesign.co

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nadia-piet/
mailto:hello@nadiapiet.com
https://www.instagram.com/nadiapiet/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aixdesign
https://aixdesign.co/
https://instagram.com/aixdesign.co



